HYPOELLIPTICITY FOR A CLASS OF THE SECOND ORDER PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
TADATO MATSUZAWA § l Introduction.
In this paper, we shall investigate the hypoellipticity for a class of degenerate equations of the second order with complex coefficients as a direct extension of the results obtained in [8] . As is well known, the satisfactory general results about hypoellipticity of real operators of the second order have been obtained in [3] and [9] , where the assumption that the operators are real plays a crucial role and our aim of this paper is to study the operators with complex coefficients. Our method may be considered as a generalization of the usual variational method replacing the Garding inequality by the estimate (2.15), (cf. [3] , [5] ).
Let R N be 2V-dimensional Euclidean space regarded as a direct product of three Euclidean spaces ΛJ, Λj } and R] (m + n + 1 = N) and generic point of R N will be denoted by (a?, y, t) = (x l9 , x m , y lf --, y n , t). We shall mainly consider a partial differential equation of the form m m The following operator satisfies the condition of Theorem 1.2:
L(x,y,t,D) = D t u-
Finally, we remark that we can prove the hypoellipticity of the first boundary value problem for the equation (1.1) by the similar way as in [8] . §2. Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
The proof will be obtained by the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [8] . Suggested by [8] Noting that
and using the conditions (1.4), (1.6), (1.9) and (1.10) we easily obtain for some constant C
Indeed, for example, we have by (1.4)
Thus we have
veCϊ(Ω).
Other terms can be treated similarly. We get the estimate (2.1) combining (2.4) with (2.5). Proof. We shall use tentatively the following notation:
Then by the assumption (1.7), we can apply the results of [3] , § §4, 5 or the idea of [5] to get the following estimate for some number ε', 0 < 
Partial integration proves Thus we have HIL^IH' < oo as δ -> 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The following process is almost the same as in §3 of [8] .
Given a function ψ e C^(Ω) and an integer r Ξ> 2, we may assume, by the partial hypoellipticity of L in the direction y (cf. [2] {e^r) for every χ and ψ we will have Eψue Hf^iΩ), hence lie H\? +ε ,2) since E is elliptic. As r ^ 2, it is clear that i; e H {0t2) (Ω) (Ί #'(β), so in view of Lemma 3.1 it remains only to show that |||L^||Γ < oo. We note that E ; = χ^ψ is considered as a compactly supported pseudodifferential operator of order s (in (x, x')) with parameter y (cf. [4] ) and L^ = LE'u. Taking account of E'Lu = £7'/ and Lt; = E'f + LE'u -E'f y it now suffices to show that \\\LE'u -E f f\\\ < oo to prove \\\Lv\\\' < oo. On the other hand, if we denote by σ{E) a symbol of a pseudo-differential operator E, a simple calculation (cf. [4] ) proves the equality = a*>σ (Eξ) where Eξ (fc = 1, ,m), £7^ (v = 1, --,ra), £7 3 and E i are pseudo-differential operators with parameter y of order <; s and ^ s -1 respectively (in the direction (x, t) ). This equality leads us, by using (2.6), (2.60 and (2.7)
: \\\LE'u -E'fUl' <oo .
Thus we have |||Z/y||Γ < co and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
